Maguire Medical Library Quick Tips

Top 10 Medical Library Links for Clinical Faculty

http://med.fsu.edu/library

Quick Links: Fast access to library resources

PubMed (MEDLINE): Search for scholarly articles in the biomedical literature

Point of Care: Links to library resources designed for use in clinical settings

Mobile Resources: List of the library’s medical apps and links to registration/installation instructions

DynaMed: Clinical evidence-based tool created by physicians; available in both web and app versions

Interlibrary Loan: Obtain articles from journals to which FSU does not subscribe

Databases, E-Journals and E-Books: Access powerful search tools, full-text journal articles and authoritative medical texts

Subject Guides: Quickly access medical library resources by topic

Patient Education: Licensed resources for clinician use and open-access resources for consumers

Mobile-Friendly Website: List of library resources with responsive formats for mobile devices